
Magnets and Electromagnets

Can you make a magnet from a nail, 
some batteries and some wire?

Problem

Research

Can the strength of an electromagnet be changed by changing the voltage of the 
power source?

Answer the following True or False questions about magnets and electromagnets:

Heating or hitting a permanent magnet can ruin it.

Iron is a good metal to use to make an electromagnet.

The north pole of one magnet will attract the north pole of another magnet.

Magnets and electromagnets are used in many devices.

True/False

True/False

True/False

True/False

Hypothesis

If the voltage is increased, then the electromagnet's strength will  _____________ .
(increase / not change / decrease)

Name:



How to make the electromagnet:

 1. To make an electromagnet, you will need:

long

electromagnet will be!

How to use the electromagnet:

Test each voltage two times.

Power Operator
Crane Operator

TOP

     REMEMBER

Procedure



Electromagnets Data Chart.

below.

Electromagnets Results Graph average

How do I FIND THE MEAN 
(AVERAGE) OF 22 and 43?

You added two numbers together, so 
you divide by two. If you had added 
three numbers together, you would 
have divided by three. If you had 

added 1000 numbers together, you 
would have divided by 1000.
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Electromagnets Data Chart

Directions: After you 

Data Collection and Analysis

oltage Mean =
(1  + 2nd)

2

Let’s make a graph!
Directions: Make a line graph showing the average number of paper clips the electromagnet picked 

up for each voltage tested.
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 1. What happened to the strength of the electromagnet when more volts were used?

 2. How are electromagnets used at Jefferson Lab?

 3. Where can you find electromagnets in your home?

 4. How can you make a permanent magnet lose its magnetism?

QuestIons to thInk about

Conclusion

IncreasIng the voltage applIed to an electromagnet 
 Its strength.

Name that VARIABLE!!
Directions: Independent Variable, Dependent Variable, Constants and Control

Independent Variable
Dependent Variable
Constants
Control


